Introduction
The notion of feedback with carry shift registers (FCSRs), introduced by Klapper and Goresky [10] , has received a great amount of attention in cryptography (see [11, 12, 3, 1, 2] ). A lot of work has been focused on FSCRs that generate sequences over Z /(p), where p is a prime number, especially for the case of p = 2. Some basic properties, such as periods, rational expressions, exponential representations, rational approximation algorithms and randomness of FCSR sequences, based on the algebraic structure of N-adic numbers which is much weaker than that of p-adic numbers in [14] , have been discussed (see [13, 19, 7, 17, 9] ).
It is well known that the linear complexity and the k-error linear complexity of LFSR sequences are important concepts for the theory of stream ciphers in cryptology [5, 16, 15, 8] . Recently refinements and generalizations of the results in [8] were shown in [18] . This is also true for the FCSR sequences over Z /(N). Efficient algorithms have been developed and proved for solving the register synthesis problem for N-FCSRs (see [13, 7] ). Consequently any sequence over Z /(N) used as a keystream in a stream cipher must have large N-adic complexity. It is an interesting open problem to find efficient devices that can generate sequences with large N-adic complexity in [13] . But the N-adic complexity of FCSR sequences shows the same instability under small perturbations as the linear complexity of LFSR sequences. For example, let S = (1, 0, . . . , 0)
∞ or (0, 1, . . . , 1)
∞ with period T . Then the N-adic complexity λ N (S) of the sequence S is log N (N T − 1). However, after changing one bit within every period, the N-adic complexity becomes 0. Hence it is interesting to study FCSR sequences which simultaneously possess a large value of the N-adic complexity and k-error N-adic complexity. This work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first recall some basic facts and previous results on FCSR sequences. In Section 3, we establish a general upper bound on k-error N-adic complexity. In Section 4, we construct some periodic FCSR sequences with maximal N-adic complexity and large kerror N-adic complexity; and the number of such sequences is large. In Section 5, we show conditions under which the overwhelming majority of all T -periodic sequences over Z /(N) with maximal N-adic complexity log N (N 
Preliminary
An FCSR is determined by coefficients q 1 
-Shift the contents one step to the right, outputting the rightmost digit s n−c .
-Put s n = σ n mod N. From now on we only consider strictly periodic sequences, and we just call them periodic sequences for simplicity.
Lemma 1 ([13]). Let S be an N-adic sequence, and let S(N) denote the N-adic number corresponding to the N-adic sequence S. Then:
Let us write α = −u/q as a fraction reduced to lowest terms with q minimal positive integer and 0 ≤ u ≤ q. Then the period T = ord q (N) is the minimal positive integer t such that N t ≡ 1 (mod q).
According to [7] , q is the connection integer of the smallest FCSR with minimal positive number c of coefficients q i which can generate the N-ary sequence S over Z /(N).
There is a useful polynomial f (x) =  T −1 i=0 s i x i that associates a T -periodic sequence S with its N-adic interpretation. The degree of the N-adic number f (N) can be defined as deg(f (x)), i.e., deg(f (N)) = deg(f (x)). In this case the corresponding N-adic number is given as
The definitions of the N-adic complexity and the k-error N-adic complexity of sequences are as follows: Definition 1 ([13] ). Let u/q be the reduced rational representation of an N-adic sequence S. Then the N-adic complexity is defined as λ N (S) = log N (q). 
A general upper bound
∞ be a T -periodic sequence over Z /(N) corresponding to an N-adic
, 
Sequences with large k-error N -adic complexity
In this section, we will show some interesting results for FCSR sequences analogous to the results for LFSR sequences in [16, 15, 8] .
We known that the largest possible value of the N-adic complexity among all T -periodic N-adic 
Theorem 2. Let l and k be integers such that
. Further, the number of such sequences is at least
Proof. Let E be another T ′ -periodic sequence corresponding to the N-adic number with E 
If l > p i , then the existence of a residue class g i modulo p i satisfying (2)  .
Together with (1) this yields
, and so we obtain
Conclusions
Cryptosystems are used to provide security in communications and data transmissions. 
